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1. Introduction. In this paper we turn our attention to a locally compact

space X. There are several distinct spaces of continuous functions on X which

have been objects of study; in particular, the space C of all continuous func-

tions, the space Cb of bounded ones, the space C" of those vanishing at infinity,

and the space Ck of those with compact support. It is the second duals of the

last two which will interest us here.

O and its first and second duals, L", M", are Banach lattices, and their

study offers little over the case of compact X. Thus we may expect that the

new results are to be found in the study of Ck and its first and second duals,

Lk, Mk, and in their relations to C", L", and M". For example, while L" is the

space of bounded Radon measures on X, the unbounded ones are to be found

inL*.

As in our previous papers [8; 9], we attempt as far as possible to use vec-

tor lattice techniques, considering them as the natural tools in this subject

and topological tools as necessary evils at best. Thus for example Lk is defined

as the vector lattice of all bounded linear functionals on Ck. The definition

of Mk is not so obvious, and we postpone its discussion to §3.

§2 is devoted to various theorems which we will need about ideals in vec-

tor lattices. In §§3 and 4 we establish the basic properties of our six spaces,

and the elementary relations between them. A study of these spaces has al-

ready been initiated by J. E. Mack in his doctoral dissertation [10], and the

material of §3 is taken from this dissertation. Mack proceeds to a study of

M" and Mk along lines similar to those followed in [8; 9]. We, however, are

essentially brought to a stop by a basic question on the structure of Mk, and

we devote most of the remainder of the paper to this question—without suc-

ceeding in answering it.

One formulation of the question is as follows. Ck has the property that

each of its elements has a relative strong order unit in Ck, that is, given

fECk, there exists gECk such that every element of the closed ideal generated

by / is dominated by some multiple of g. Our question is: Does Mk have this

same property?

In §5, we examine Casa ring of operators on Ck, Lk, and Mk. In §6, we
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examine the (locally compact) Stone space of Mk. Our above question can

then be formulated as follows: Does every element of Mk, considered as a

continuous function on this Stone space, have compact support? The best

that we can conclude (following an argument of Mack) is that every element

of Mk has pseudocompact support.

Added May, 1961. I have been informed by J. E. Mack that he has an

example which answers this question in the negative; it will appear in a

paper he is preparing for publication. We are letting the present paper stand

as it is, since the material here is of independent interest and clears ground-

work for a continued study of Mk. Note that with the existence of Mack's

example, (7.8) below takes on more significance. There also remains the

question raised after the proof of (3.5).

2. Ideals. We assume a knowledge of our first two papers [8; 9]. We

emphasize that by convergence we mean that defined by the order [9, §3],

and unless otherwise stated, terms such as continuous, closure, dense, etc. are

with respect to this convergence.

Given a vector lattice E, the vector lattice ß(£) of bounded linear func-

tional on E and its closed ideal ß(£) of continuous ones will often be written

simply ß and Ü. If A is a subset of E, A1 will denote its annihilator in ß.

If an ideal 7 in £ is a direct summand of E, we have a natural projection

of E onto 7. We denote the image of a set A of E under this projection by

Ai; in particular the component in 7 of an element & of £ is denoted by h.

Now let 7 be any ideal in E. There are three vector lattices associated

with 7 in a natural way. For one, the quotient vector space E/I is a vector

lattice under the order defined by taking for the positive cone the image of

E+ in E/I [4, Chapter II, §1, Ex. 4] ; by E/I we will mean this vector lattice.

The other two vector lattices are the closed ideals 7X and I1' in ß. We have

of course Q = I±(BI1'. It is immediate that ß(E/7) =7X. ß(7), on the contrary,

cannot in general be identified with a subspace or quotient space of ß. Never-

theless, there are close relations between ß(7) and il, or more specifically,

between 0(7) and I1' ; and we proceed to examine some of these.

First, a remark on I1'. An element tp of 71' is completely determined by

its values on 7: for, suppose tp(I) =0; then <p£7x, and since 7XY>\7X = 0, we

have <p = 0. It follows that given $£7X/, its values on all of E should be obtain-

able from its values on 7. The specific procedure for doing this is described by

(2.1) Given <££7X', tp^O, and a£E+, then tp(a) = supcsr, oScsa<p(c).

Proof. Denote the above supremum by p(a). Oájp(a) £tp(o) < » ; hence,

letting a vary, we have a non-negative function p defined on E+. Straightfor-

ward computation gives us that p(a+b) =p(a)+p(b) for all o££+, ¿>££+. It

follows [4, Chapter II, §1, Proposition 2] that p can be extended to a unique

element of ß. Since O^p^tp, it lies in 71'; since it agrees with tf> on 7, it is

identical with $. This completes the proof.
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We turn to ß(7). The natural mapping tt: fl—*ß(7) defined by ir<p=<j>\l is

an order-preserving linear mapping of ß onto an ideal of ß(7) [9, (2.4)]. It

is easily shown that the restriction of t to 7X' is an isomorphism of I1' onto

this ideal. We will identify the two, and can thus write

(2.2) 71' = ß(7)Hfi and is an ideal in 0(7).

With this identification, the question, "can a given element <p of ß(7) be

extended to all of £?" becomes simply, "does <p lie in ß also?" We have

(2.3) Given 0Gß(7)+, a necessary and sufficient condition that <p lie in ß is

that for every cG-E+, supeer, oScsa</>(<0 < + °°-

Proof. If this condition is satisfied, the procedure used in the proof of

(2.1) gives us an element p of I1' which agrees with tp on 7, hence is identical

with <p. The necessity is clear.

In general, I1' need be neither dense nor closed in ß(7). Otherwise stated,

if we denote the closure of 71' in ß(7) by 77 and write ß(7) =H@H', then in

general 77'^0 and IX'?¿H. There are various sufficient conditions on 7, under

which 71' has one or both of these properties. One obvious one is that 7 is a

direct summand of E; then 71'=ß(7). Another condition, which will actually

be satisfied by some of the spaces in which we are interested, is given in

(2.4) Suppose I has the following property: every countable subset of I which

is bounded in E is already bounded in I. Then 71' =ß(7).

Proof. Consider <pE^(I)+- We show that <b satisfies the condition of (2.3).

Suppose not, that is, there exists aEE+ such that supcSr, oses« <pic) = + ».

Choose a sequence {cn\, cnEI, 0£c„£a such that <p(cn) ̂ «, « = 1, 2, • •

But by our hypothesis on 7,  \c„} is bounded above in 7, hence  {«^(c„)}

must be bounded.

Corollary. If E is a-complete and I is a-closed in E, then 71' = ß(7).

Some notation. Consider a fixed element a of E, and let / be the ideal

generated by a. If the closure J of J is a direct summand of E, we will denote

the projection in / of a set A by Aa instead of Aj, and the component in 7

of an element b by ba instead of bj. Thus in particular, / = £„. Moreover, what-

ever the relation of J to E, J1' is always a direct summand of ß; we will denote

the projection in J1' of a subset A of ß by Aa also (instead of Aji->), and the

component in J1' of an element <p of ß by <ba (instead of <pj±'). In particular,

The following is easily shown.

(2.5) For each </>Gß+, <P = Voe* <Pa.

An equivalent formulation of this is that <pa Î <b as a runs through the

elements of E+ (which is a directed set under its order). A third formulation
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is that the ideal U0eB ßa(= ]C«e* Œ«) 1S dense in ß.

Returning to ß(7), we will also need the following.

(2.6) Suppose the condition of (2.4) holds only for countable sets which lie

in principal ideals of I. Then 7X; is dense in ß(7).

Proof. From (2.5), it is enough to show that for each a£7, ß(7)„Cß. This

follows by the same argument as was used in (2.4).

A natural question is: if 7 is dense in E, can we say anything about the

relation of 7X' to either ß or ß(7) ? The answer is no, in general. However, as

would be expected, we can draw conclusions about its relation to Ü and ß(7).

First,

(2.7) If I is dense in E, then ÜCü(I).

Proof. Consider #£ß. Since Û is an ideal,<^r-L£Ö also; it therefore follows

from tp^(I) =0 that tp^(E) = 0, and thus <pH- = 0. This gives us </>£7x' Cß(7).

Since the continuity of tp on E implies its continuity on 7, we have finally that

<p£ß(7).
(2.7) together with [9, (3.5)] gives us

(2.8) Suppose E is complete and Q is separating on E. If I is a dense ideal

in E, then ß is a dense ideal in 0(7).

Note that contained in this conclusion is the statement that Q(7)fM2 = ñ-

We close this section with a definition we will need later. An element a of

E will be called a relative strong order unit for an ideal 7 if every element of 7

is dominated by some multiple of a.

3. The first and second duals. The material in this section is from Mack's

thesis [l0]. However we develop it in our own way and with our own nota-

tion. We confine ourselves entirely to real functions. For any compact (Haus-

dorff) space Z, we will denote the Banach lattice of continuous functions on

Z, and its first and second duals, by C(Z), L(Z), and M(Z) respectively.

In the present paper, X will be a fixed locally compact (Hausdorff) space.

We will use the following notation:

C: the set of all continuous functions on X.

C": the set of all continuous functions on X which vanish at infinity.

Ck: the set of all continuous functions on X which have compact support.

C" will be treated as a vector lattice, and C* as an ideal in it. C, on the

contrary, will appear as a ring of operators on C* and on its first and second

duals. O and Ck and their first and second duals are intimately related, and

will be studied together. First, however, we collect some elementary proper-

ties of C". This is most expeditiously accomplished by imbedding X in its

Alexandroff one-point compactification aX. We denote the new point by x.

C" is the ideal in C(aX) consisting of all the elements vanishing at x. It is
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norm-closed, hence is itself a Banach lattice. Denoting the constant function

on aX of value 1 by 1(olX), we have C(aX) = Cu+R• l(aX) (R-l(aX) is the

one-dimensional linear subspace generated by l(aJf)). We note also that

f A1 iaX) E C" whenever /G C".
We denote ß(C") by L<* and ß(7>) by M". Their relations to L(aX) and

M(aX) are quite simple. For, writing L(aX) = (C")1ffi (C")1'', and noting that

C" has co-dimension one in C(aX), we obtain that (C")1 is one-dimensional,

hence is precisely Rx. Since moreover, by standard Banach space theory,

(O)1' can be identified with the dual of C", we have L(aX)=Lu®Rx. This

decomposition gives us in turn the decomposition M(aX) = Af"©(7,")J-. If

we denote the element of M(aX)0 [8, §5] which has value 1 on x and 0 on

allxG^by ë, this becomes M(aX) = Mu@Re. As we know [9, (4.1)], M(aX)

= (l(L(aX)); it follows easily that M" = fi(7,M). In summary,

(3.1) L(aX)=L"®Rx, M(aX) = M"®Rë, and M» = Ü(L°).

l(cxAO is the strong order unit for M(aX) (\\f\\ £1 if and only if |/| £l(aZ)),

hence its component 1(oX)mu is the strong order unit for M". It is this com-

ponent which will henceforth be denoted by 1. We should be careful to note

that 1G C". However, it is easily shown that /A I EC" whenever /G C" ; also

that for every pELa, ||/u|| = l(p).

We turn to Ck and its duals. Ck is an ideal in C". It has, in addition, three

basic properties:

(3.2) C* is norm-dense in C".

(3.3) For each fECk, if a subset of the closed ideal in C generated by f is

bounded in Cw, then it is already bounded in Ck.

(3.4) For each fE Ck, the closed ideal in Ck generated by f has a relative

strong order unit in Ck (cf. the definition at the end of §2).

We denote ß(C*) by Lk. Since Ck is an ideal in C", we can write

L» = (Ck)L@(Ck)±l. However property (3.2) gives us that (Ck)L = 0, hence

L" = (C*)1', and we thus have LuQLk. In fact,

(3.5) L" is a dense ideal in Lk. It consists of those elements p of Lk satisfy-

ing supAec*. osZisKoX) \p\ ih) < °o .

Proof. The first statement follows from the above equality combined with

(2.6) and (3.3). We show the second. The necessity of the condition is trivial.

The sufficiency follows from (2.3) and the fact that each element of C" is

dominated by a multiple of l(aX).
The elements of Lk are the Radon measures on X; those of L" are the

bounded Radon measures.

There is a natural question which can be raised at this point. X is a subset

of L"; we denote by 7>0 and L*0 the closed ideals generated by X in L" and
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Vs respectively. The elements of Lko are the atomic (Radon) measures on X

and those of Lu0, the bounded atomic (Radon) measures on X [5, §5, no. 10].

The question is: if every atomic measure on X is bounded, does it follow that

every measure is bounded ? We do not know the answer to this question. It

seems to us to be related to the question which we stated in the introduction,

and which we will examine later.

Now let's consider ß(7*). Since Lu is an ideal in Lk, we can write ß(7*)

= (7>)X'©(LU)X, with (L")x' = M"nß(7*). But Ma = Q(L"), hence from the

remark following (2.8), (7")x' = fi(L*), and we have ß(7*) = ß(7*)e(7")x.

It is 0(7*)—not ß(7*)—which we will denote by Mk. Our reasons are the

following. In the first place, we already have M(aX) =0l(L(aX)) and J17"

= ß(7w). Secondly, it is only the elements of ü(Lk) which are "accessible" to

Ck by convergence [9, (3.10)] and by the various vector lattice topologies on

ß(7*) (almost as though the rest of ß(7*) can never be "known" starting

from the original space Ck). Finally, there is even a question as to the very

existence of any elements in ß(7*) outside of ü(Lk); Mack [lO] has pointed

out that if X is discrete, the existence of such elements is equivalent to

Mackey's vector lattice formulation of Ulam's problem on the existence of

inaccessible cardinals.

Summing up,

(a) JIÍ* = á(L*) = M-nO(L*);
(3.6) (b) Mk is a dense ideal in M" (cf. (2.8)) ;

(c) ß(7*)=M*©(7»)x.

Also,

(3.7) The closure of Ck in M" is M".

This follows from [9, (3.10)] and (b) above.

4. Additional structure. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated,

the letter K will always denote a compact subset of X. Consider such a sub-

set K. C(K) cannot in general be identified with a subset of Ck. However

L(K) and M(K) are direct summands of Lk and Mk respectively. For, let 7

be the ideal 7 = {/£ Ck \ f(x) = 0 on K} ; by the Tietze extension theorem, C(K)

is isomorphic with C*/7. It follows 7(2Q=7X, and thus we can write Lk

= L(K)@I1' and Mk = M(K) © (L(K)L-in- Mk).

We note that the fact that C(K) is not a subspace of Ck is now partly cor-

rected, since its natural imbedding in M(K) makes it a subspace of Mk. A

word of emphasis: suppose/ is a continuous function on X with support in

K; then/ can be considered both as an element of Ck and as an element of

C(K) ; in Mk, these are the same element.

We proceed to examine the L(K)'s and M(K)'s.

(4.1) For every K, L(K) £7".
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Proof. Consider p£Z(7C)+. Given any/£0, we can write/=g+A, where

g€E.Ck and h vanishes on K. Thus h lies in the ideal 7 we defined above, hence

p(h)=0 and we have p(/) =p(g). It follows easily that p satisfies the condition

of (2.3).

(4.2) The set Uaii k L(K) is an ideal in L", and is dense in Lk.

That it is an ideal is shown by the identity

U  L(K) = £ L(K).
all K »11 K

That it lies in La follows from (4.1). Finally, given any/£C*, let K be its

support. Then LkfC.L(K) (cf. the discussion preceding (2.5) for the notation

Lk{), and (2.5) gives us the last statement.

Similarly,

(4.3) The set Uaii k M(K) is an ideal in Mk, and contains Ck (hence is dense

in M").

As we know [9, (3.9)], 7* = ß(M*). We show that also

(4.4) ß(lWM(7i))=7*.

Proof. That 7*£fi(Uaii k M(K)) follows from (2.7). Conversely, consider

0£ß(Uaii k M(K)). tp restricted to Ck is a bounded linear functional on Ck;

otherwise stated, <£ coincides on Ck with some p£7*. Since the closure of C*

in Uaii k M(K) is UBu k M(K), the continuity of both tp and p on Uaii k M(K)

implies they coincide on all of it.

There is another subspace of 7* in which we will be interested. This is

the o*-closure of 7". We denote it by oLu. The ideal Uan k L(K) is also a-dense

in trL". For, it is dense in 7", hence norm-dense there (7" is an (7)-space),

hence o--dense there; hence its cr-closure in 7* coincides with that of 7". If

X is or-compact, aL" = Lk. In general, however, it is a proper ideal.

(4.5) Q(frL") = M*.

Proof. We note first that

(i) Mk = 0(7*) C Ü(<rD") C ü'(af) C ß'(7») = M".

(We recall that ß"(£) is the set of elements of ß(£) which are <r-continuous

on £ [9, (5.3)].) The only new relation in this chain is that ß"(o\Z>) £ß<r(7").

This can be proved by the same kind of argument as was used in (2.7). Now

the corollary of (2.4) gives us that ß(o"7") Cß(7*). Combining this with the

last part of (i), Qf(trLu)CMar\ü(Lk) = Mk. Thus, from (i) again, M*£ß'(<r7»)

C.Mk, and we have the desired equality.

Remark. We have also showed here that Q(aLu) =ß*(o7>).

The spaces of common interest in integration are related to our spaces as
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follows. Let p be an element of Lk. In accordance with our general notation, we

denote the closed ideal in Lk generated by p by Lk„, the ideal Lklir\L" (closed

in L") by L"M and their dual ideals in Mk, M" by M*„, M"„ respectively (i.e.

Mkli = (L"li)1'-in-Mk and M% = (7.^)±'-i«-M"). L% and M\ can be

identified, in the Bourbaki notation, with T,1^) and Lx(p) [4, Chapter IV];

and 7,*p, with the space of locally /i-integrable functions modulo the locally

^-negligible ones [5].

The following is immediate.

(4.6) (a) 7,*M and Mkli are each other's duals with respect to continuity; and

similarly for Lu„ and M"ß.
(b) iuM is a dense ideal in Lk„; and Mkß is a dense ideal in M"M.

(c) M",, is the completion of C*M under \ w\ (£"*„, La„) ; and M*„ is its

completion under \w\ (C*M, 7*M).

5. The Question. In his thesis, Mack initiates a study of 714"* and M"

along the lines of our previous papers [8; 9]. Our own attention, however, will

be absorbed by the unanswered question mentioned in the introduction. The

work in the remainder of this paper, while of interest in itself, has been largely

motivated by the above question. We will henceforth refer to it as the Ques-

tion. Before formulating it, we state two properties which we will use. They

are based on elementary properties of complete vector lattices, and we do not

stop to prove them.

(5.1) (a) For each fEMk and X>0, M*(/-n)+ = Mu(/_xi)+ (otherwise stated,

M*(/_m)+ ii closed in M").
(b) For each fEMk+, l(„/_n+ Î 1/ as n—>oo.

We now give the

(5.2) First form of the Question: for eachfEMk, do we have 1/ÇJIf*?

This first form can be phrased in various ways:

(5.3) For each fEMk, the following are equivalent:

(1) hEMk;
(2) Mk¡ is closed in M"\
(3) Mk, = W¡;

(4) there exists gEMk such that /G-M\e-i)+;

(5) there exists gEMk such that fA(g —1)~= 0;
(6) there exists gEMk which is a relative strong order unit for M"{;

(7) there exists gEMk such that Ma/EMkg.

Proof. That (1), (2), (3) are equivalent is clear. To show (1) implies (4),

take g = 2-l/, whence (g —1)+=1/. We next show (4) implies (3). M*/is closed

in Mk, hence in -M*(l,_i)+, from (4); but this latter is closed in M", from (5.1).

To show (1) implies (5), take g=l/. For the converse implication, note first
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that 1/ A l(o-i)- = 0 and 1 — 1 (»-d- ^ g; combining these, we obtain

1/ á 1 — l(í-ir á g. To show (1) implies (6), take g = 1/. It is clear that (6)

implies (7) and that (7) implies (1).

Remark. (5) is the form of the above property singled out by Bauer [l ; 2 ].

In his terminology, the Question becomes: does <R° coincide with (R for the

case (R = Af*?

(5.4) Second form of the Question: for each /£Af*, does there exist g£M*

which is a relative strong order unit for Mk/1

This second form of the Question is a priori weaker than the first form,

as a comparison with (6) in (5.3) above shows. We will prove at the end of §7

that it is actually equivalent to the first form. It has the advantage over the

first form of being about an intrinsic property of Mk.

Before stating the third form of the Question, we show

(5.5) For every fEMk,LkfCo-L".

Proof. We can assume /^0. From (5.1), M*(n/_1)+ = il7"(„/_D+; hence

7*(„/_D+ = 7"(„/_D+ for n = 1, 2, • • • . Thus it is enough to show that U„ 7*(b/_d+

is dense in Lk¡. This follows from (b) in (5.1) and the easily shown

Lemma. Given a vector lattice E and a collection of ideals {Ia}, if £■» 7„ is

dense in E, then ßH 2« (-f*)1' îS dense in Q.

(5.6) Third form of the Question: for eachfEMk, do we have LkfC.La?

It is clear that this form is equivalent to the first form. We will state a

fourth form later (7.2).

6. Operators. A linear transformation of a vector lattice £ into itself

will be called a bounded operator ii it carries bounded sets into bounded sets.

Positive operators—those linear transformations which carry £+ into itself—

are bounded, and the set of all bounded operators on £ forms a partially

ordered algebra (B(£) under the order defined by taking the positive operators

for the positive cone (B(£)+ [3]. The order in <B(£) will be denoted by á ;

thus in particular, 7^0 means 7 is a positive operator.

The elements of the subalgebra generated by <B(£)+ will be called real

operators. Every real operator is a difference of two positive operators. By

a paraphrase of the argument for bounded linear functionals [4, Chapter II,

§2, Théorème l], it can be shown that if E is complete, (B(£) is a complete

lattice-ordered ring (thus every element is real).

A bounded operator which carries every closed ideal into itself will be

called a multiplication operator. The multiplication operators constitute a

subalgebra of (B(£). If moreover £ is complete, they also constitute a closed

vector lattice ideal of (B(£).

A bounded operator T which preserves convergence in £—that is, aa—>a

implies Taa-+Ta—will be called a continuous operator. Our interest in this
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paper lies in the continuous multiplication operators on a complete vector

lattice E. These also constitute a closed vector lattice ideal in <8>(E). Of more

importance, they are a special case of Nakano's dilatators [ll], and we can

apply his theory. Thus, for example, they commute with each other.

Remark. Another definition of continuity for a bounded operator T (E

assumed complete) is: a„ 1 0 implies | r|aaÍ0. If T is continuous in this

sense, then it is continuous in the sense defined above; and the two definitions

are equivalent for a multiplication operator.

If T is a bounded operator on a vector lattice E, then it is easy to show

that the identity (T'<p)(a)=<p(Ta) defines a linear transformation of ß into

itself, and that this linear transformation is uniquely determined by T. T' is

called the adjoint (or transpose) of T. We of course have all the elementary

properties: (T+S)'= P+5'; (Xr)'=Xr'; (TS)' = StT*; if T is the identity
map on E, T1 is the identity map on ß; if 7"=0, T* = 0, and conversely if ß

is separating on E. In addition, it is easily seen that

(6.1) If r^O, then T'^0; and conversely ifQ is separating on E.

(6.2) If T' is a bounded operator, then it is continuous.

Proof. We can take T'è 0. Suppose <pa i 0 in ß. Then Tl<pa i ; we show

Aa T'<pa = Q, or equivalent^ [8, (2.2)], infa [(T'<pa)(a)] = 0 for every aG7¿+.

This follows from (T'<pa)(a) =<ba(Ta) and the supposition that <ba j 0.

Combining (6.1) and (6.2), we have

Corollary. If T is real—hence in particular, if E is complete and T a

bounded operator—then T' is a continuous operator.

(6.3) If T is a continuous operator, then T'tiEti.

Proof. Consider <pEti. If aa-+a in E, then 7a„—>7a, hence (T'4>)(aa)

= 4>(Taa)^<p(Ta) = (T'<p)(a). Thus T'<pEti.
Thus if T is a continuous operator on E, the restriction of T' to ti is a

linear transformation of ti into itself; it will be called the adjoint (or trans-

pose) of T in ti.

We will need the following which is essentially contained in Nakano [ll,

p. 302].

(6.4) Suppose E is reflexive with respect to continuity (that is, E = ti(ti)).

Then the lattice-ordered ring of continuous multiplication operators on E is iso-

morphic, under the mapping 7"—»7*', to that on ti.

Proof. Let T be a continuous multiplication operator on E. Since E is

complete, T is real; hence from the corollary to (6.2) and from (6.3), P is a

continuous operator on ti- Let 7 be a closed ideal in ti and <j>EL We show

T'cbEI. In the duality between ti and E, we have 7 = 7X1 [9, (3.3)], hence

it is enough to show (T'<j>)(a) = 0 for every aEIx- Now 7-«- is a closed ideal in E

[9, (3.2)], hence TI^QU; it follows that for aG7^, (Tl<p)(a) =<p(Ta) =0. We
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thus have that 7' is a continuous multiplication operator on ß. Our mapping

is one-one, since the inverse mapping exists. It of course preserves the alge-

braic operations; and finally, from (6.1), it preserves order.

We return to our locally compact space X. For each r£C, let us denote

by Tr the linear transformation of Ck into itself defined by (Trf)(x) = r(x)f(x)

for every x(EX. It is easily verified that Tr carries each ideal in C* into itself,

hence is a multiplication operator.

Now given a partially ordered vector space, the concepts a\Jb and a Ab

are well-defined even though they may not always exist; a fortiori, the same

holds for the concept of sub-vector-lattice. And similarly, given a partially

ordered ring, the concept of sub-lattice-ordered-ring is well-defined.

(6.5) The mapping r—*Tr is an imbedding of the lattice-ordered ring C as a

sub-lattice-ordered-ring of <$>(Ck). The constant function l(X) is carried by this

imbedding into the identity operator.

Proof. Straightforward computation gives us that 7r+8= T,+T„ 7x,=X7r,

Tr,= TrT„ and 7i(x) is the identity operator. The mapping is one-one. For,

suppose r^O; this means r(x)9*0 for some x£X; choosing/£C* such that

f(x)9£0, we have (Trf)(x)9£0, whence Trf9iQ and thus TV^O. It remains to

show rrV,= 7,V7,. This follows easily from the following: given/£C*+ and

xEX,     (TTV,f)(x) = (r Vj) (*)/(*) = max(r(x)/(x) ,*(*)/(*)) = max((7V/)     (*),

(T.f)(x)).
Henceforth we will identify G with its image under the above mapping,

and denote Tr simply by r; that is, for each /£C*, rf is the element of Ck

satisfying (rf)(x) =r(x)f(x) for every xÇlX. ks is natural, the adjoint operator

on 7* will then be denoted by r*.

(6.6) For each r£G, r* is a continuous multiplication operator on Lk.

Proof. From the above isomorphism theorem, the operator r is the differ-

ence of two positive operators. It follows from the corollary of (6.2) that r* is

continuous. To complete the proof, it is enough to show that for each p£7*,

r'p£7*M. We assume (as we can) that r^O and m = 0, and we show precisely

that (r'p)(/) = (r<p)„(/) for all/£<?+.

Now (r'pAnp)(f)^(r'p)„(f)^(rtp)(f). We claim that for n sufficiently

large, the first and last of these are actually equal. In effect

(r'p A nu){f) =        inf       ((r'u)(g) + (nu)(h)) =        inf       (rg + nh).

Since, for KèsuprS,upport/ r(x), we have rg+nh^rg+rh = r(g+h) =rf, hence

p(rg+nh)^p(rf) = (r'p)(f), it follows that for such n, (r'pAm)(f) ^(r'p)(f),

and we are through.

(6.6) says that every closed ideal in 7* is invariant under r'. Since in

particular, this holds for principal closed ideals, it follows easily that every

(T-closed ideal is invariant under r'. In particular,
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(6.7) For each rEC, r'(aL") C<rL".

We consider the adjoint r" of r'. From (6.6) and (6.3), Mk is invariant

under r"; hence we can confine our attention to the restriction of r" to Mk.

Since the latter is the only part of ß(L*) with which we are concerned, we will

henceforth use r" to denote this restriction. It follows from (6.4) and (6.6)

that r" is a continuous multiplication operator on Mk. (Actually, from (d) in

(7.1), every ideal—-not just every closed ideal—in Mk is invariant under r".)

7. The Stone space of Mk. By the Stone space of Mk we mean the locally

compact space defined by H. Bauer [l; 2]. Since, however, we are working

with vector lattices, we will use the Kakutani representation theorem for

(M)-spaces [7; 12] rather than the Gelfand one for rings.

C*(F) below denotes the set of bounded continuous functions on F.

(7.1) There exists a locally compact space Y with the following properties:

(a) C(Y) = M";
(b) Ck(Y)CMkCC"(Y) (hence C(Y) is the norm-closure of Mk);

(c) Y is hyperstonian  [6], that is, it is extremely disconnected and

ti(Ck(Y)) is separating on Ck(Y);

(d) C( Y) is precisely the set of continuous multiplication operators on Lk.

Most of the present section will be devoted to the proof of (7.1). We point

out first, however, that in terms of (7.1) we can state the

(7.2) Fourth form of the Question : Do we have Mk = Ck( Y) ? Otherwise stated,

does every element of Mk have compact support on F?

Now let us denote by mk the set {/GM*| l¡EMk) (mk is of course all of

Mk if the answer to our Question is yes (5.2)). We note first that mk is norm-

dense in Mk\ because for each fEMk+, (/—(1/«)1)+ is in mk (cf. (5.1) and

(5.3)) for « = 1, 2, • • • , and clearly lim„ ||/-(/-(l/«)l)+|| =0. It follows

that the norm-closure of mk in AI" is identical with that of Mk; we denote this

norm-closure by M*.

(7.3) If a component e of 1 lies in M*, then it lies in Mk, hence in mk.

Proof. There existsfEMk such that \\e— f\\ <l/2. Moreover we can take/

to satisfy 0£/£e, since ||e— /+Ae|| =!|e— /|[> and so we can replace / by

f+/\e if necessary. We now have 0£e— /£(l/2)e, whence (l/2)e£/and thus
eEMk.

(7.4) Corollary. For every /£M' and A>0, (/—M)+Gw*.

Proof. l(/_xu+£(l/X)|/| (cf. (ii) in the proof of [9, (6.1)]), hence is in

M*. Now apply (7.3).

(7.5) M*-(-i?l is a sub-vector-lattice of M" and is norm-closed. Thus it is an

(M)-space with 1 for strong order unit.
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Proof. To prove M*+£l is a sub-vector-lattice, it is enough to show that

given /+Xl£M*+i?l, we have (/+X1)+£M*+£1 also. If X<0, then
(/+X1)+ is in mk by (7.4), and we are through. If X^O, then (/+X1)-

= (-/-Xl)+£m*. and we have (/+Xl)+=/+Xl-(/+Xl)-= [f-(/+Xl)-]
-f-Xl£il7*+.Rl. It remains to show M*+i?l is norm-closed in M". If 1£M*,

then M* = M" and we are through; hence we can assume 1 £M*.

Lemma. Gtwn/+Xl,/£M*, if ||/+Xl|| gn, then |X| g2n.

The inequality on the norm gives us /+X1 ^ — nl. Writing /=/A«l

+ (/ - nl)+, this gives (/ - nl)+ à - XI - / A »1- »1 £ -XI - nl
— nl = (-X-2«)l. If we had X^-2n, this would give us 1£M* (by (7.4)

again), contradicting our assumption. Thus X^ — 2w. Writing the inequality

on the norm in the form —/+(—X)l^ —nl, the above argument gives us

that —X^ — 2n or X^2n. Thus |X| ^2n, and the lemma is proved.

Now suppose /£Mu is in the norm-closure of M*+i?l. Then we have

a sequence {/y+Xyll of elements of M*+i?l such that limy ||/y+Xyl—/|| =0.

Writing ||/y+Xyl[| g[|/y+Xyl—/||+||/||, the convergence gives us that the set

/y+Xyl} is norm-bounded, hence from the lemma, the set of real numbers

X,-} is bounded too. Thus, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we can as-

sume the sequence {X,} converges to some X. It follows easily that

limy ||/,— (/-X1)||=0, whence/-X1£M*. Then /=(/-Xl)+Xl£M*+i?l,
and we are through.

Applying the Kakutani theorem to M*+i?l, it can be identified with the

Banach lattice C(Z) for some compact space Z. If l£M*, M* is a maximal

ideal in C(Z), hence is the set of continuous functions on Z which vanish at

some fixed y£Z. We denote the complement of y by F. If, however, 1£M*,

then M* = C(Z), and we take Y=Z. We show Y is the space of (7.1).

From the definition of Y, we of course have that M* = C"(F). Since M*

is a complete vector lattice, it follows Y is extremely disconnected. We now

show mk = Ck(Y). We can assume 1 £w* (else there is nothing to prove).

Consider/£w*. By definition of mk, l/£w* also, hence 1/£C"(F) and thus

vanishes at infinity. In particular the set {y£ Y\ lj(y) ^ 1} is compact. Since

1/ has only values 0, 1 on F (Mk+Rl = C(Z)), this set is the support of l},

hence of /. Thus mkCCk(Y). Conversely, consider f(ECk(Y). Since Y is

extremely disconnected, 1/ has the same support as/, hence is in Ck(Y) also.

It follows from (7.3) that l/£wt*.

With our results so far, we have (b) of (7.1). We next show (a). Let us

denote the isomorphic mapping of M* onto C"(Y) by p, and for the present

we will distinguish between /£M* and its image pf. We extend p to an iso-

morphism of M" onto C"(Y). We define pi to be the function 1(F) of constant

value 1 on F. Now consider /£ M" with, say, 0 |/^«1, and let A¡

= {g£M*| O^g^/}. pA/ is bounded above by nl(F), hence has a supremum

in (^(Y) ; set pf equal to this supremum. We have thus extended p to a map-
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ping of M"+ into Cb(Y)+. This extension is clearly order-preserving and one-

one. We show it is onto. Consider hECb(Y), with, say, 0£Ä£«1(F), and

let A = {gEMk\0£pg^h}. Since pMkDCk(Y) (and F is locally compact),

/t = ypA in Cb(Y). Now A is bounded above in M" by «1, hence has a supre-

mum/in M". We show A =A¡, whence it will follow pf=h. Consider lEAf.

The set {gA¿|gGj4} is contained in A and / is its supremum. It follows

pl= VeSA p(gAl) £A, hence IEA.
We show ti(Ck(Y)) is separating on Ck(Y), which will establish (c) in

(7.1). For each K in X, M(K)Emk, and as we have seen, mk = Ck(Y). We

thus have U.u k tn x M(K) GCk(Y) CM*. From (4.4), the first and last of

these have the same Í2, viz. Lk; it follows that also ti(Ck(Y))=Lk. Since Lk is

separating on Mk, we are through.

It remains to prove (d) in (7.1), so we proceed to examine C(Y) as a ring

of operators on Lk. We note first that since Y is extremely disconnected,

C(Y) is a complete /-ring [3]. Each rGC(F) is an operator on Ck(Y) under

iirî)iy)z=i'{y)fiy)- Moreover, it is easily verified that r is a continuous multi-

plication operator on Ck(Y). We denote the adjoint operator in Lk by r*

(remember that Lk is Lk(X) not Lk(Y); as we showed above, Lk = ti(Ck(Y))

(cf. (6.3)), and the adjoint of r* in Mk by r".

(7.6) r" coincides with r on Mk, that is, r"f=rf for every fEMk.

Proof. We show first that the theorem holds for fECk(Y). For every

pELk, p(r"f) = (r'p)(/) = p(rf). Since Lk is separating on Ck(Y), it follows

fuf=rf. In more detail (rltf)(y)=r(y)f(y) for all yEY. Now consider/GMk.

We can clearly confine ourselves to the case where /^0, r = 0. For each

« = 1, 2, • • • , denote (/-(1/«)1)+ by g„. Then gnECk(Y) (7.4), hence

rugn = rg„. Now g„ |/; in fact the convergence is norm-convergence, hence

pointwise. It follows on the one hand from (6.2) that r"g„ | r"f, and on the

other that (r"g„) (y) = r(y)gn(y) j r(y)f(y) for every y. Since this latter function

is continuous, it is the supremum of the r"g„'s, hence is precisely r"/. In

short, (r"f)(y) =r(y)f(y) for every y.

(7.7) Corollary. For every rEC(Y) and fEMk, the function defined by

riy)fiy) is also in Mk; thus C( Y) is a ring of continuous multiplication operators
on Mk.

Remark. If we knew that Mk = Ck( Y), this would be trivial. In the absence

of such knowledge, the corollary states a strong property of F, since for a

general locally compact space X, Ck is the largest subspace of Cb which C

can carry into itself (cf. (7.8)).

We turn to the proof of (d). From (6.4), it is enough to show that C(Y)

is the ring of continuous multiplication operators on Mk. The above corollary

gives us half of this, viz. that C(Y) is contained in this ring. Since the ring

is commutative (cf. the discussion in §6), it follows in particular that each
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element of C(Y) commutes (as an operator) with every continuous multipli-

cation operator on Mk. We now show every continuous multiplication oper-

ator on Mk is given by an element of C(Y).

Consider first the case where X is compact, hence Mk = M= C(Y), and let

7 be a continuous multiplication operator on M. Denote 71 by g. We claim

that for everyfEM, (Tf)(y) =g(y)f(y) for all y. In effect, 7/= T(f-1) =/(71)
(by the commutativity pointed out above) =/g. Now consider the general

case of X locally compact. In the following, the letter K will always denote

a compact set in F which is the closure of its interior, whence 1 (K) £ Mk. Let

7 be a continuous multiplication operator on Mk. For each K, denote Tl(K)

by gK. Then for every/£Af* with support in K, 7/=gx/, by the preceding

argument. Now it is easily verified that for every pair Ki, K2, gx, and g/r,

coincide on KiC\K2. It follows we have a well-defined element r of C(Y) which

coincides on each K with gx. We claim that for every/£C*(F), Tf=rf. In

effect, letting K be the support of/, 7/=gjc/=r/. Applying (7.6) gives us

that Tf=rf for every/£M*, and completes the proof of (7.1).

Since C*£llaii k ¡n x M(K)C.Ck(Y), the support in F of an element of

C* is always compact. As we have stated, we do not know whether the sup-

port in F of an element of Mk need be compact; and indeed, this is our fourth

form of the Question. We can however show the following, which is essentially

due to Mack [10, Proposition 2.3.11]. (A topological space is pseudocompact

if every continuous function on it is bounded).

(7.8)  The support in Y of every element of Mk is pseudocompact.

This theorem follows from (7.7) and the

Lemma. Let W be a topological space, f a bounded real function on W, and

suppose that for every r^C(W), r(w)f(w) defines a bounded function. Then the

support F of f is pseudocompact.

Proof. Suppose there exists rÇ_C(W) which is unbounded on F; we can

take r strictly positive. Since the set G={w\f(w)9£d] is dense in F, r is

unbounded in G; hence there exists a sequence {wn\ £G such that (r(w„)}

increases monotonically to + oo. Let u be the continuous real function on R

defined by m(X)=0 for X5=0, u(r(wn))=n/f(wn) for n = l, 2, • • • , and w(X)

is given elsewhere by the straight line segments between the successive values

at 0, r(wi), r(w2), • ■ ■ . Since u is continuous, the function j on IF defined by

s(w) = u(r(w)) is in C(W); hence by hypothesis, the function s(w)f(w) is

bounded. But s(wn)f(wn) =n, which gives a contradiction.

We can now show that the second form of the Question (5.4) is actually

equivalent to the others. Assume (5.4) holds for every element of Mk. Con-

sider/£M*+ and denote its support in F by 7". Let g be an element of Mk+

given by (5.4). It will be enough to show that 1(7), the characteristic func-

tion of F on F, is dominated by some multiple of g. We show first that g(y) > 0
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for every yEF. Given such a y, let 77 be an open compact neighborhood of y

contained in F. Then V„ 1(77)A«/=1(77), hence l(H)EMkf, hence 1(77) is
dominated by some multiple of g. In particular, g(y)>0. Now F is pseudo-

compact (7.8), hence g attains its infimum on F. It follows g(y) =X>0 on all

of F, whence 1(7") £(L/X)g-
Remark. C is imbedded in C(Y) by the mapping r-+r". Since Ck can be

considered a subring of C, it is also imbedded in C( Y) by this mapping. Now

we also have the natural imbedding of Ck (as a sub-vector-lattice) in Ck(Y)

C.C(Y). It is not hard to show that these two imbeddings are identical.

Appendix

8. More on operators. We note first the easily verified fact that a positive

multiplication operator on a vector lattice E preserves the lattice operations

on E.
In §6 we discussed some properties of C as a ring of operators on Ck, Lk,

and Mk. Given an element r of C, rCk need not in general be even a sub-vector-

lattice of C*. If r^O, then from the above remark, we do have that rCk is a

sub-vector-lattice; however, it need not be an ideal. In Lk the situation is

better. Specifically, our aim in this section is to prove

(8.1) Given any rEC, r'Lk is an ideal in Lk.

We will prove this after some preliminary material (cf. [10, §2.1 ]). Let r

be an element of C and 7 the ideal in Ck generated by rCk. Then r'7x = 0 (gen-

eral property of the adjoint operator). Writing L* = 7X©7■"■', it follows from

the fact that r' is a multiplication operator (6.6), that r'7,iC7"L'.

(8.2) Given rEC, sEC, if \r\ A\s\ =0, then r'Lk and sfLk are disjoint.

Proof. Let 7, J be the ideals in Ck generated by rCk, sCk respectively. It is

clear from the pointwise multiplication that 7/^7=0. Then IXT\JX' = 0,

r'L* C71', and s«L*C7±'.

(8.3) The mapping r^*rl is an isomorphism of the lattice-ordered ring C into

&(Lk).

Proof. The only property requiring proof (cf. (6.5)) is that the mapping

preserves the lattice operations. It is enough to show that (r+)'= (r')+. Now

(r+)'A(r-)' = 0: for, suppose TE®(Lk), 0£r£(r+)', 0£r£(r-)<; applying

(8.2), we obtain T = 0. Since r* = (r+ - r~) ' = (/•+)' -(>-)«, this gives the re-

quired identity.

(8.4) Given rEC, r'Lk=\ r\ <7A

Proof. Consider pELk; we show there exists vELk such that [r|V = r'/i

and r'v= \r\ 'p. Let 7 be the closed ideal in Lk generated by (r+)'7.*, and set

7 = 7'. It follows (r+yj = 0 = (r-)>I (from (8.2) and (6.6)). Then pi-pj is the
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required v. For, \r\'v=\r\tpi—\r\tpj=(r+)'pi — (r~)tpj = r'plí+r'pj — rlp;

and similarly for r'v.

We proceed to prove (8.1). From (8.4), we can take r^O (hence r'Lk is

a sub-vector-lattice). Let us denote (r — n~1l(X))+ by r„, n = 1, 2, • • • . Then

for every ¿u£7*+, rn'p Î r'p. In effect, lim„ ||r — r„|| =0, hence for each/£C*+,

lim„||r/-r„/||=0, hence in turn, lim„/x(r„/) =p(rf); this says lim„ (r„'/i)(/)

= (r'ri)(f)y and since |i = 0, the convergence is monotonie.

Let 7„ be the closed ideal in L* generated by rn'Lk. We show

(i) r* carries each 7„ onto itself isomorphically.

We do this by showing that r* coincides on 7„ with the operator

[(n~1l(X))\/r]t, which has an inverse. Consider /x£7„. r'p = (n~1l(X))'p

+ (r-n-1l(X))'p = (n-1l(X))tp+[(r-n-1l(X))+]'p (definition of 7„; cf. the

argument in (8.4))= [n~1l(X) + (r-n-1l(X))+]'p = [(n"1^)) V]'/*-

(i) gives us that r'7* contains every 7„, hence the ideal U» 7„; moreover,

from the preceding paragraph, this ideal is dense in r'7*. It follows it is dense

in the closed ideal generated by r'7*. Hence

(ii) if v ̂ 0 is in the closed ideal generated by r'Lk, then v¡n j v.

To complete the proof, it is enough, since r'7* is a sub-vector-lattice, to

show the following: if O^v^r'p, there exists p£7* such that rlp = v. For

simplicity, denote vin by vn, n = l, 2, • • • . By (i), for each n there exists

Pn£(7„)+ such that r'pn = vn. Moreover pnûp: for, rt(pnAp)=r,PnAr'p

= vnAr'p = v„ (since vn û v Ú r'p) ; since r* is one-one on 7„, we must thus have

Pn=PnAp. Thus the p„'s are bounded above; denote V„ p„ by p. Since r' is an

isomorphism on 7„+i, p„^p„+i for all n; hence p„ |p. Since finally, r* is con-

tinuous on 7* and vn î v (from (ii) above), we have rlp = v.

9. The Radon-Nikodym theorem. For a fixed ju < 7,*, the mapping r—>r'p

is a linear mapping of C (as a vector space) into Lk„, with 1 (X) being mapped

onto p. We denote this mapping by p: C-j>Lkli, that is, pr = r'p. If p^O, the

mapping is a vector lattice homomorphism. To prove this, it is enough to

show that pr+= (pr)+. Well, pr=pr+—pr~=(r+)'p — (r~)'p; since these are

disjoint by (8.2), the required identity follows.

Our object in this section is to prove

(9.1) Ifp^Q,pJC=L\.

From [9, (3.6) ] it is enough to prove

(9.2) 7/ju^0, pC is separating on M*„.

Proof. Consider/£Af*M,/7^0; we can take |/| Û1. We have to show there

exists rE.C such that (pr)(f)9¿0. If/>0 or/<0, we are through, since then

m(/)^0 and therefore l(X) is the required r. Suppose/4"5^0 and/^O. From

(3.7) there exists gECk such that gA/+>0. Since gf+ = (gAf+)(gVf+), it

follows gf+>0 also, hence p(gf+)>0.
Write 7*M = 7©7, where v(f+) = 0 for all vEJ and v(f~)=0 for all vEI
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[9, (3.4)] (to correct a misprint: ß in that theorem should be ti), and choose

e<p(gf+)/2. There exist hECk+, kECk+ such that h+k = g and pi(k)+pj(h)
< é [4, Chapter 11, §2, Proposition 3 ]. We show p(hf) > 0; since p(hf) = (h'p) (f)
= (ßh)(f), this will complete the proof.

Now p(hf+) = p.(gf+ - kf+) = p(gf+) - p(kf+) = p(gf+) - pr(kf+) = p(gf+)
-pi(k) (since l/l £ 1) >p(gj+)-e; and p(hf~) =pj(hf~) £^(Ä) <e. Thus p(hf)
=p(hf+) -p(hf~) >p(gf+) -2e>0.
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